CHAPTER VII
THE TIMING OF OUTLAYS BY PUBLIC AUTHORITIES *
§ L in this chapter we are concerned with a stabilising device
which has a considerable history. This consists in switching
elements of public capital expenditure, sometimes expendi-
tures financed by taxes, more usually expenditures financed
by loans, but in any case financed in the same way whether
switched or not, which would normally have been undertaken
in good times, to bad times. Public authorities are accus-
tomed on occasions to give large orders for goods, which
imply large orders on the part of the manufacturers of these
goods for labour wherewith to make them. From the present
point of view it does not matter whether the orders are given
to private concerns or to productive establishments belonging
to the government departments that need the goods. In
either case equally there is scope for a transfer of orders from
good times to bad, and a consequential corresponding transfer
of demand for labour as manifested in the money wages bill.
Boards of Guardians order so much stores, the Board of
Admiralty so many ships, municipalities so many school and
other buildings and so much repair work on roads ; and
there is no rigid compulsion on them to order these things
at a particular instant. In actual fact it usually happens
that, when industry in general is depressed — and at such
times most individual industries are depressed too — the
demand of public authorities is low, and in converse circum-
stances high. " The reasons for this are easy to tell. Public
revenue faithfully follows the fluctuations in the economic
activity of the country ; in times of crisis it tends to diminish.
In order to meet the resultant deficit, the Administration, for
prudential reasons, cuts down expenditure as far as possible,
and, consequently, postpones all work that does not seem
absolutely indispensable. With the resumption of business,
the execution of many orders, which it had been thought
could be postponed without inconvenience, becomes urgent.
1 Portions of this chapter are taken from my Industrial Fluctuations,
part ii, chap. xiv.
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